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Address Lider MAG Ltd. 
Boulevard “Alexander Stamboliiski” 31 
7702, Targovishte

Country Bulgaria

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
QUALITY 
LiderMAG pays great attention to keep the quality of its products at international level and makes serious efforts to obtain further success of its brand,
which has secured a special place in the glass industry.

PRODUCTS 
LiderMAG has been manufacturing high quality glass moulds for leading glass manufacturers, aiming to produce excellent glass articles in four
continents.

PRODUCTION 
Our company uses the most recent materials and technologies, as well as a new internet service, all concentrated on customer satisfaction.

DESIGN
For our design activities, our company uses the extremely high-end CAD / CAM / CAE software for solid-parameter modeling and computer
programming on CNC machines “Siemens NX11”
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